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The Virtue of Generosity or Liberality 

I. Definition 

A. Generosity or liberality is the virtue by which a person handles money well, 

particularly in terms of giving it away. 

B. It is part of the virtue of temperance: you need to control the urges attached to 

money and spending money: 

1. The urge or desire to keep it for yourself and spend it on yourself; 

2. The urge to give it away, which, while being a noble urge, can become 

disordered. 

C. The things generosity deals with: 

1. Money: particularly one’s own money that one can give away. 

2. Other things that one could give to others. 

D. Opposed vices: 

1. Stinginess and greed: a person is habitually disposed to give away too 

little and keep too much for oneself; 

2. Prodigality: a person is habitually disposed to give away too much; to 

spend too much on others (people who come into a lot of money can be 

prodigal as in prize fighters). 

3. Stinginess is the more common vice and hence the one parents need to 

watch for more. 

II. Acquiring the virtue (esp. children) 

A. A person needs to engage in acts of giving things to others. 

1. This requires that a person has something to give; 

2. You also have to have those to who you can give. 

3. It is good to ask if your son has anything to give and to whom he can give 

it. Does he ever think about giving away money?  Or giving gifts bought 

with his own money? 

B. Need for example. 

1. Children need to see others give things way, especially their parents. 

2. They need to see such giving praised (and also to be encouraged to give). 

III. How best to have children have things (money) to give away. 

A. How do they have their own money? Do they earn it? Are they given it as gifts 

(birthdays, Christmas, graduation)? Are they given a fixed allowance? They need 

to have some money in their own control if they are to make the choice to give it 

away. 

B. How are they encouraged to give it away? 
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1. Do they buy Christmas gifts or birthday gifts with their own money? Do 

they have to make any sacrifice to buy gifts? Do they give money to the 

Church (e.g., in the Sunday collection)? Or send money to the missions?  

2. Some families have the policy that children put aside a certain portion of 

whatever money they receive/earn in order to give away. 

C. Does giving it away mean a sacrifice for them? That is, is there something they 

cannot do that they might have done if they had kept the money? 

IV. Another related issue is that of saving money. 

A. It is good for children to not spend all the money they receive, but to put it aside 

for something like college, or some bigger purchase (such as a car once they are 

older). Not spending money on immediate gratification is a good way to develop 

temperance. 

B. Another idea is that they have to pay for their own activities (e.g., go on a ski 

trip), or at least pay a certain portion of the cost. They may have to save up for 

this. 

 


